Memorandum
Date:

May 15, 2014

To:

Sick Leave Task Force Members

From:

Mia Cariaga, 541.682.5408

Subject:

May 20 Meeting

Please find the following included in this document:




May 20 Agenda
Notes from May 15 meeting
City of Portland’s Paid Sick Leave Ordinance

Staff will provide a link to communications and materials received on this topic to date. The file
size is too large to send as an attachment but we’ll send you a link as soon as possible. For
questions or other information please feel free to contact me at the number above or Jason
Dedrick at 541.682.5033.

Sick Leave Task Force Meeting Agenda
Tuesday, May 20, 2014
4 - 6:30 p.m.
940 Willamette Street, Suite 200, Eugene
Chinook Conference Room

1. Welcome & Introductions
2. Review of Portland’s Ordinance
City of Portland Staff & Andy Lewis, Hershner Hunter LLP
3. Discussion
4. 6:00 p.m. 30 minute Public Comment Period
Adjourn

Sick Leave Task Force Best & Worst Outcomes
The worst outcome of City Council adopting a sick leave ordinance…


That undue burdens would be placed on businesses, e.g., unnecessary paperwork, less flexibility for
employees and legal problems with ordinance.



12% of businesses go under. Eugene is not a place business wants to locate. 5% of businesses move
out of Eugene. I get sued for written notice for being late to work. 3% of businesses cheat, don’t pay
and then have an unfair advantage.



If ordinance is written to generally, difficulty in some cases to track hours and imposing on
businesses/entities that are already “doing the right thing” for their workers.



That people feel all the facts are not on the table or that misinformation was given. That the issues
are insufficiently and unfairly analyzed and that the decision has unintended consequences on the
well‐being of employees and employers and the community as a whole.



A hastily drafted ordinance that is not sufficiently based on local data about the level of the problem
(how many workers without sick time and local needs) and therefore is based on another
community’s economic reality.



Misinformation surrounding a sick leave ordinance could leave many businesses thinking the City
Council is “against business.” This is a good ordinance, good for everyone, and businesses should see
benefits in retention and less sickness at work.



If the ordinance excludes workers from the ability to have paid sick leave. The more workers
excluded, the worse. This would be bad for workers and unfair to the public. The purpose is to
protect the public from exposure to illness.



Backlash from people who are uninformed. Fear about projected consequences.



If there are carve‐outs for certain business sizes, that would just add unnecessary complication. We
need a policy that covers everyone. It’s about public health.



Small businesses would be forced to reduce personnel and reduce output due to increased
absenteeism with no reasonable way to cover employees who choose to use sick pay/abuse sick
pay. That this would be the “camel’s nose under the tent” in terms of regulating businesses.



That the ordinance would not be expansive enough to cover all the members of the community who
need paid sick days for their own and their family’s health and wellbeing.

The best outcome of these meetings and the report to City Council…


That we have gone over a proposed ordinance line‐by‐line and used all available and accurate data
to inform our report to Council, including using information already available so as not to reinvent
the wheel.



To ensure that all sides and views have been clearly articulated, represented and expressed and that
the City Council has all the correct information to make the decision that’s best for the entire
community.



A process that leads to a fair, equitable law that protects the public health, provides a stable
workforce and is accepted by a large majority of the populace.



Clear understanding from everyone on recommending an ordinance that helps all workers and is
beneficial to businesses. An understanding that providing sick leave to employees can be done in
such a way as to benefit all employees and be positive for the businesses as well. A feeling that we
are recommending something that works and is also the “right” thing to do.



Let go of any arbitrary deadline and take the time to do this well. That we clearly understand who is
impacted (positively and negatively) and how.



If all potentially affected by the ordinance have been represented at the table and their
representative has a thorough understanding of the ordinance and content.



That after more time, everyone has had the opportunity to defend/discuss their position and that
we can come to a consensus on a fair ordinance versus language just agreeing to disagree.



That this is neither done or modified greatly so it works well.



Council and public are comfortable that issues have been vetted, that the ordinance would not
result in businesses moving or closing and that the public goals were reviewed.



We have thoroughly vetted the information and all agree on its accuracy. That we make clear to
Council/community the goals and policy options.



Council would slow down their rush to pass this ordinance and have discussions with small
businesses to find out what their concerns and roadblocks would be. Increased trust by businesses
for City Council.

Sick Leave Task Force Information Needs and Areas of Interest



























Connection to Council goals
Triple Bottom Line
Legislative efforts (City, State, federal)
Cost to City (implementation, administration, employee)
Comparison of timing to other City processes
Input on draft ordinance
Information available to public
Information from other countries and cities that have an ordinance including:
‐outcomes
‐process, timelines others have used
‐details of implementation
‐details by sector
‐data on business relocation
Overview of Portland ordinance
Before and after testimony from businesses that are subject to ordinance
Viewpoints from multiple business sectors
Research on Eugene companies, actual cost to provide and implement sick leave
Who in Eugene currently receives paid sick leave
Demographics of people that don’t receive paid sick leave
Information on public health, economic health, and statistics of stable families
Payroll and tracking implications, understand potential burden on employees
Enforcement
Documentation requirements
Interaction with PTO
‐hours earned
Difference between hourly and salary
Notification of illness
CBA’s – who’s doing what
Telecommuting
Thorough approach to data (properly vetted, vetted data vs. not, distinction is important)
Impact on temporary employers/services

